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GemRack Release Notes - V1.0 Build 1032 
 
 

The main purpose of this release (on 22-Apr-2019) is to improve the overall program useability 

and resolve any known bugs. 

 

If you have an active Support Subscription we encourage you to install this new release and take 

advantage of all the latest enhancements and corrections and if you have an expired Support 

Subscription and wish to renew it please contact our office. 

 

This update is available by clicking the pop-up that appears at the bottom of the screen when 

opening GemRack or via the Menu bar > Help >  Check for Updates function and following 

the prompts. 

 

The main changes for this release include: 

 enhanced existing feature related to handrail gates, 

 enhanced drawing feature to show frames and back ties in colour, 

 adjusted some functions related to Windows 10 "Let Windows manage my default 

printer" feature, 

 resolved a bug related to loading of some projects with frame pitch of 76mm whilst 

reflecting a pitch of 76.2, 

 resolved a bug related to ‘merge fields’ when creating quotes and safety audit reports, 

 resolved various bugs related to drawing of diagonal fixtures, spacing out of runs, 

removal of column protectors and removal of bottom beam. 

 

 

New Features 
 

- None 
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Enhanced Features & Corrections 
 

1. Enhanced existing function for creating/removing/changing handrail gates on mezzanine floors.  

 
 

2. Enhanced current floorplan feature to optionally show frames and back ties in colour. 
 

 
 

3. Enhanced 'Tools > Check for violations/anomalies' feature to include cantilever discrepancies. 
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4. Resolved a user reported bug related to using/drawing of diagonal fixtures used as walls. 

5. Resolved a bug for vertical Runs if placed along left wall when Bay widths are not identical, i.e. if 

'Displayed Bay Order' set to 'Auto' the Run drawing shows incorrectly oriented dimensions. 

 

6. Resolved a bug related to the 'Space out runs - closely' feature for certain run orientation and  

'Remove bottom Beam' function for Backing Mesh runs. 

 

7. Resolved a bug when trying to remove column protectors using the 'Functions > Change Run 

settings > Change Column Protector Settings' menu function. 

 

8. Resolved bugs related to loading of a previously created/older project and changing of design 

area dimensions. 

 

9. Resolved a bug of not showing legend end value/labels in floor plan when not using walls. 

 

 

 

10. Adjusted functionality related to the Windows 10 "Let Windows manage my default printer" 

feature. 

 

11. Resolved a bug related to tier heights being wrong after loading some projects, i.e. the run pitch 

is 76mm however tier heights reflect a pitch of 76.2. 

 

12. Resolved a user reported bug related to the ‘merge fields’ feature when creating quotes and 

safety audit reports. 
 

 
 

To other release notes refer to GemRack Version/Updates History. 

https://gembs.com.au/version-updates-history-gemrack/

